Properties of neurons in cat's dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus: a comparison between medial interlaminar and laminated parts of the nucleus.
We studied the receptive field properties of 460 cells in the cat's dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (LGNd), 108 cells were located in the medial interlaminar nucleus (MIN) and 352 in the laminated part of the LGNd. In both the MIN and laminated parts of the LGNd, relay cells belonging to all three functional classes (W, X and Y) have been identified. Of cells in the laminated LGNd, about 32.5% were Y cells, about 54.5% were X cells and about 8.5% were W cells. By contrast, in the MIN, about 84% were Y cells, only about 4.5% being X cells and about 7.5%, W cells. In the laminated LGNd, Y cells represented 25% of cells with receptive fields near the area centralis (0-3 degrees eccentricity group) and about 42% in the group of cells with the most peripherally located receptive fields (20-40 degrees eccentricity group). A similar but much weaker trend was observed in the MIN. In the laminated LGNd but not in the MIN the receptive field center sizes increased with increasing eccentricity of receptive field position. At any eccentricity, receptive field centers of MIN Y cells tended to be larger than those of Y cells in the laminated LGNd. Response latency ranges to orthodromic and antidromic stimulation were the same for cells located in the laminated LGNd and those in the MIN. However, the mean response latency to stimulation of the optic chiasm was significantly shorter for Y cells in MIN than for Y cells in the laminated LGNd. Our results suggest that the most numerous cells observed histologically in the MIN, class 1 cells of Guillery ('66) are morphological equivalents of Y cells.